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Abstract. The OpenCog software development framework, for advancement of
the development and testing of powerful and responsible integrative AGI, is
described. The OpenCog Framework (OCF) 1.0, to be released in 2008 under the
GPLv2, is comprised of a collection of portable libraries for OpenCog
applications, plus an initial collection of cognitive algorithms that operate within
the OpenCog framework. The OCF libraries include a flexible knowledge
representation embodied in a scalable knowledge store, a cognitive process
scheduler, and a plug-in architecture for allowing interaction between cognitive,
perceptual, and control algorithms.

1. Introduction
The information revolution we experience today is underpinned by numerous enabling
technologies, many of which are based on open platforms and standards with
conceptual roots dating back to the 1960s and earlier. Most of the present day Internet
software infrastructure from Google, Amazon, Ebay and others, is built on Linux and
other open source technologies.
The field of artificial intelligence has fallen woefully the rate of progress of other
fields within computer science and information technology. The reasons for this are
many and varied, and exploring them all would take us too far off topic. However, we
suggest that one viable path to remedying the situation involves providing the field of
AI research with an open foundation comparable to the open foundations underlying
popular Internet applications. In this paper we briefly describe the motivations and
scientific approach underlying OpenCog.
OpenCog is designed with the ability to integrate different and varied AI
methodologies within a common framework operating on a common knowledge
representation and utilizing a common scheduler and I/O subsystem. Providing as
much breadth and flexibility as is possible, consistently with the goal of providing a
coherent unifying framework, has been an overriding design goal.
While OpenCog is a highly flexible platform, we recognize that software
development generally proceeds most efficaciously in the context of concrete
application goals. With this in mind our intention is to initially guide OpenCog
development in the context of natural language conversation, both on the command line
and potentially also in the context of embodied agents.

2. The Challenges of Integrative AGI
Precisely how the human brain works is unknown to scientists and laymen alike, but all
of the available evidence suggests that the brain is a highly complex and integrative
system [1]. Different parts of the brain carry out various functions, and no one part is
particularly intelligent on its own, but working in concert within the right architecture
they result in human-level intelligence. In this vein, Steven Mithen [2] has provided
powerful albeit somewhat speculative vision of modern human intelligence as the
integration of components that evolved relatively discretely in prehuman minds.
On the other hand, most of the work in the AI field today is far less integrative
than what we see in the brain. AI researchers work on individual and isolated
algorithms for learning, reasoning, memory, perception, etc. with few exceptions. The
combination of algorithms into coordinated systems demonstrating synergistic
intelligent behavior is much less frequent than it should be. The mainstream of AI
research is attempting to address this, for instance the most recent AAAI conferences
have contained a Special Track on Integrated Intelligence [3], and this trend is likely to
continue. However, the move to more integrated intelligence approaches entails serious
practical difficulties. Most AI researchers operate under extremely constrained
resources, and performing system integration requires a large amount of extra work.
The reasons for experimenting with AI algorithms in isolated rather than systemically
integrated contexts is typically purely pragmatic rather than theoretical.
As a result, no one knows what level of intelligence could be achieved by taking
an appropriate assemblage of cutting-edge AI algorithms and appropriately integrating
them together in a unified framework, in which they can each contribute their
respective strengths toward achieving the goals of an overall intelligent system. Of
course, conceptual and architectural integration is required in addition to simple
software integration, but conceptual and architectural integration is precisely what is
needed as we move toward a practical understanding of how to create powerful AI
systems. The current body of academic and commercial AI knowledge contains
solutions to many of the key problems underlying the creation of powerful AI, but until
these partial-solutions are integrated in useful ways, we cannot explore the synergistic
effects which will emerge from their union, or discover the key gaps to be addressed by
more fundamental research.
As discussed, one approach to overcoming this AI bottleneck and helping the
research community transition to transition away from building algorithms and systems
in isolation is to provide a flexible, powerful and approachable software framework,
designed specifically for integration of AI algorithms. With this in mind, the authors
and a number of colleagues have established the Open Cognition Project, beginning
with the release of the OpenCog Framework, a software framework specifically
intended to support the construction of integrative AI systems from component AI
algorithms and structures.
The initial OpenCog Framework (OCF) codebase will consist largely of code
donated by Novamente LLC [4], who will adapt much internal R&D to utilize
OpenCog, and continue to make significant further code contributions to OpenCog
over time. Although code flowing in both directions will undoubtedly benefit
Novamente LLC, the authors believe that the greatest benefit OpenCog has to offer is
energizing and boosting the global AI research community by significantly improving
the tools at its disposal, tools which the community will have the freedom to utilize and
modify to meet their diverse requirements.

Preliminary discussion of OpenCog has met with enthusiastic support from
members of the academic, industry and open source communities, and has elicited
sentiments that a project with OpenCog's goals and scope is long overdue but that its
introduction must be carefully executed. Contingent upon funding for OpenCog
proceeding as planned, we are targeting 1H08 for our first official code release, to be
accompanied by a full complement of documentation, tools, and development support.

3. OpenCog and the Four Key Aspects of AGI Design
At a high level, the work of AI system design may be divided into four aspects:
1. Cognitive Architecture: the overall design of an AI system; what parts does
it have, and how do they connect to each other.
2. Knowledge Representation: how the AI system internally stores declarative,
procedural and episodic knowledge, and how creates its own representations
for elemental and abstracted knowledge in new domains it encounters.
3. Learning: how the AI system learns new elemental and abstracted
knowledge, and how it learns how to learn, and so on.
4. Teaching Methodologies: how the AI system is coupled with other systems
so as to enable it to gain new knowledge about itself, the world and others.
OpenCog will help significantly with all four aspects:
1. Cognitive Architecture: the OpenCog framework is architecture-neutral, and
will provide facilities to define rich and varied cognitive architectures via
configuration files, with the guiding but flexible principles that a cognitive
architecture will consist of:
 functional units which are modular
 knowledge representation using a local AtomTable containing knowledge
(see below) and a collection of MindAgent objects implementing
cognitive, perceptual or action processes that act on this AtomTable,
and/or interact with the outside world
2. Knowledge Representation: OpenCog will feature:
 a generalized version of the Novamente AtomTable knowledge
representation utilized in the Novamente Cognition Engine (2004). This
representation technology allows rival connectionist and symbolic
artificial intelligence systems to interoperate
 an implementation of a LISP-like language called Combo, specifically
tailored for operating on knowledge represented in AtomTable format
3. Learning: OpenCog will be seeded with two powerful learning mechanisms:
 MOSES
probabilistic-program-evolution
module
(http://code.google.com/p/ moses)
 PLN Probabilistic Logic Networks module for probabilistic logical
inference
4. Teaching Methodologies: OpenCog will be will be introduced with two
powerful toolsets:
 AGISim integration, an open-source 3D simulation world intended
specifically for instruction of embodied AI systems (2006)
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/agisim)



RelEx integration, a natural language comprehension system that intakes
English sentences and outputs logical relationships suitable for analysis via
AI algorithms. ReEx is to be released soon in conjunction with the Wikia
Search project.

4. OpenCog and the “Operating System” and “Virtual Machine” Metaphors
OpenCog is a vertical systems-level framework for AGI development, so comparisons
to the designs of operating systems such as Linux/UNIX or Windows and virtual
machine environments such as Java and .NET are useful. OpenCog operates atop and
utilizes the services of traditional operating systems, while at the same time many of its
own components have parallels to and operate with the assistance of complimentary
OS components; a partial list is found below.
OS or VM Environment

OpenCog

Filesystem or simple Database

AtomTable

Process or Thread Scheduler

CPS (Cognitive Process Scheduler)

Daemons or Services

MindAgent

I/O from hardware

I/O from input filters to AtomTable via XML

Programming Languages (Java, C, shell, etc.)

Combo (can be used for MindAgents)

Garbage Collection

Forgetting MindAgent

Future optimizations of OpenCog may include tight integration with a host
operating system or implementation of performance critical components using
specialized hardware such as FPGAs. Using integration with Linux as an example, the
AtomTable could be implemented as a kernel module to reduce context switches and
improve performance.

5. Discussion
Just as the early developers of Linux and other open-source technologies underlying
the present-day Internet could not have envisioned all of the varied future directions of
their work, so the future course of OpenCog likewise remains uncertain. As a general
framework, OpenCog may be used to produce a wide variety of AGI and narrow-AI
systems and explore a wide variety of AGI issues. We have sought to make OpenCog
as broad as possible but no broader because we wish to avoid making commitments to
particular AGI approaches while at the same time offering a tool which is much more
substantive than, say, a programming language or an operating system. We believe the
OpenCog Framework provides a balance of specificity and generality such that it will
allow a wide variety of AGI and narrow-AI research approaches to be integrated and
experimented with, inside a common framework that provides services (including ease
of integration with other approaches) that would be objectionably difficult for most
researchers to create on their own.

Creating powerful AGI tools in the open entails risks and uncertainties: individuals
with malicious or overly egoistic goals may attempt to create AGI systems with
destructive or otherwise undesirable or unethical goals or outcomes. On the other hand,
the open-source approach also provides certain protections – many knowledgeable eyes
watch code as it develops, and can spot potential dangers. We don't pretend to have
definitive answers to the thorny issues of AGI ethics (or anything close to it), but we do
believe that the open-source approach to AGI encourages a collaborative and inclusive
exploration of these ideas.
Further updates and information on OpenCog may be found at www.opencog.org
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